Introduction
In recent years, lanthanide-doped upconversion nanocrystals (UCNs) have been widely used as an alternative to conventional organic dyes and quantum dots in biomedical applications, which are mainly based on their outstanding chemical and optical properties, including great biocompatibility, high resistance to photobleaching, and narrow-bandwidth emission 1, 2, 3 . More importantly, they can serve as a promising nanotransducer with excellent tissue penetration depth in vivo to convert near-infrared (NIR) excitation into a broad range of emissions from the UV, visible, and the NIR regions through a multi-photon upconversion process 4, 5 . These unique properties make lanthanide-doped UCNs serve as a particularly promising vector for biological sensing, biomedical imaging, and diseases theranostics 6, 7, 8 .
The general components of UCNs are mainly based on the doped lanthanide ions in the insulating host matrix containing a sensitizer (e.g., Yb ) within the crystal homogeneously 9 . The different optical emission from the nanocrystals is attributed to the localized electronic transition within the 4f orbitals of the lanthanide dopants due to their ladder-like arranged energy level 10 . Therefore, it is critical to precisely control the size and morphology of synthesized UCNs with multicomponent lanthanide dopants. By right, some promising methods have been well established for the preparation of lanthanide-doped UCNs, including thermal decomposition, hightemperature co-precipitation, hydrothermal synthesis, sol-gel processing, etc. 11, 12, 13 Among these approaches, the high-temperature coprecipitation method is one of the most popular and convenient strategies for UCNs synthesis, which can be strictly controlled to prepare desired high-quality nanocrystals with uniform shape and size distribution in a relatively short reaction time and low-cost 14 . However, most nanostructures synthesized by this method are mainly capped with hydrophobic ligands such as oleic acid and oleylamine, which generally hinder their further bioapplication due to the limited of hydrophobic ligand solubility in aqueous solution 15 . Therefore, it is necessary to perform suitable surface modification techniques to prepare biocompatible UCNs in biological applications in vitro and in vivo.
Herein, we present the detailed experimental procedure for the synthesis of core-shell UCNs nanostructures through the high-temperature co-precipitation method and a feasible modification technique to functionalize biocompatible polymer on UCNs surface for further cellular applications. This UCNs nanoplatform incorporates three lanthanide ions (Yb ) into the nanocrystals to acquire strong blue emission (~480 nm) upon NIR light excitation at 808 nm, which has greater penetration depth in living tissue. It is well known that Nd 3+ -doped UCNs display minimized water absorption and overheating effects at this spectral window (808 nm) as compared to conventional UCNs upon 980 nm irradiation 16, 17, 18 . Moreover, to utilize the UCNs in biological systems, the hydrophobic ligands (oleic acid) on the surface of UCNs are firstly removed by sonication in acid solution 19 . Then the ligand-free UCNs are further modified with a biocompatible polymer (polyacrylic acid, PAA) to acquire great solubility in aqueous solutions 20 
Representative Results
The schematic synthesis process of core-shell lanthanide-doped UCNs are shown in Figure 1 and In cell experiments, the successful expression of ChR2 on the cell membrane is confirmed by the obvious green fluorescent protein (GFP) marker (Venus) using confocal microscopy ( Figure 5A 
Discussion
This article has presented a method for the synthesis of core-shell lanthanide-doped upconversion nanocrystals (UCNs) and their surface modification with functional moieties for cellular applications. This novel nanomaterial possesses outstanding optical properties, which can emit UV and visible light upon NIR light excitation through a multi-photon upconversion process. In this protocol, the core-shell UCNs nanostructures (NaYF 4 :Yb/Tm/Nd (30/0.5/1%)@NaYF 4 :Nd (20%)) are prepared by a high-temperature co-precipitation method in a mixture of oleic acid and 1-octadecene. TEM images demonstrate the morphology of these core and core-shell nanocrystals are spherical in shape with a diameter of 20 nm and 30 nm respectively, implying a shell thickness of about 5 nm (Figure 1) . The core-shell architecture is also revealed by the high resolution TEM images in the inset of Figure 1 , which shows similar lattice fringes with that of the core UCNs nanostructures. Moreover, a typical d-spacing around 0.52 nm agrees well with the spacing of the (100) plane of β-NaYF 4 , indicating that all the core and core-shell UCNs nanostructures are highly crystallized and maintain the same crystal structure. Furthermore, the upconversion luminescence spectra demonstrate the core-shell nanocrystals emit strong blue emission with a much higher intensity at 480 nm than the core particles upon excitation with a diode laser to achieve a continuous wave at 808 nm ( Figure 4C) . The enhanced emission of core-shell UCNs is attributed to the suppressed surface quenching effect of Yb 3+ , Nd
3+
, and Tm 3+ ions that are embedded in the interior layer of the core-shell nanocrystals 21 . These results strongly confirm the successful preparation of lanthanide-doped core-shell UCNs nanomaterial in this proposal.
There are several critical steps in the high-temperature co-precipitation synthesis of these nanocrystals. First, the added volume of lanthanide ion stock solution in the synthesis process of the core and core-shell UCNs should be strictly controlled (step 1.1. result in a concentration-related cross-relaxation or quenching effect due to ion-ion interaction in the nanocrystals 21 . Second, the temperature should be kept at less than 50 °C to ensure complete nucleation after NaOH and NH 4 F are added into the flask (step 1.1.2.9 and step 1.2.9), which is critical to ensure a uniform morphology by promoting crystal growth based on Ostwald ripening effects 22 . Third, the size and optical properties of core-shell nanoparticles can be principally controlled by adjusting the amount of lanthanide ions in the precursors of the shell (Y  3+ and Nd   3+ ) and as-prepared core particles (step 1.2.1). It is also important that the morphology of core-shell nanocrystals is based on the anisotropic shell growth of different types of core particles, which is useful for modulating the different optical emissions of UCNs upon NIR light illumination 23 .
In addition, it is also a considerable challenge to effectively convert hydrophobic UCNs to hydrophilic UCNs nanoparticles for further biological applications. Though some methods have been reported to improve the biocompatibility of UCNs in buffer solution, including ligand exchange, silica coating, oleate-capping ligand oxidation, etc., they suffer from unexpected aggregation, time consuming, and complex procedures 24, 25, 26 . Herein, we develop a simple approach to obtain water-dispersible ligand-free UCNs nanostructures by removing the oleic acid on the surface of oleate-capped UCNs in an acid water solution (pH = 4). The pH value adjusted by HCl is critical to control the release of oleate ligand and to affect the luminescence of UCNs. More importantly, a biocompatible polymer (polyacrylic acid, PAA) with a large number of carboxyl groups can link with the lanthanide ions on the surface of UCNs by coordination interaction, which will provide more functional groups for further chemical modification. Therefore, we functionalize the DBCO-NH 2 moieties on the surface of UCNs for further specific N 3 -tagged cell membrane localization. The TEM images of ligand-free UCNs, PAA-UCNs, and DBCO-UCNs in Figure 2 demonstrate the great dispersity and solubility of these nanostructures in buffer solution after surface modification. In addition, fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was performed to characterize the surface modification of DBCO groups on UCNs nanoplatform. As shown in Figure 3 , the strong band around 3,430 cm ) in the cytoplasm 27, 28, 29 . The successful expression of ChR2 on the membrane of the HEK293 cell line is confirmed by the presence of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) marker (Venus) using confocal microscopy ( Figure 5A) . Moreover, the localization of UCNs on the N 3 -tagged cell membrane is obviously visualized on the cell surface (blue) after 2 h incubation, which can be attributed to fact that the residual DBCO groups on the surface of UCNs nanostructures are stained with an azide-containing fluorescent dye (5-carboxytetramethylrhodamine-azide, Rhod-N 3 ) through the copper-free bioorthogonal click reaction. Furthermore, NIR light (808 nm) is utilized to irradiate the localized UCNs nanotransducer on the cell surface, which can activate the light-gated ChR2 channel proteins and facilitate Ca 2+ ion influx across the membrane. As shown in Figure 5B , a significant increase of red fluorescence in the cytosol is observed by a standard fluorescent Ca 2+ indicator, Rhod-3 AM, while no apparent fluorescence increment is recorded in the absence of light illumination. The quantitative flow cytometry (FCM) analysis in Figure 5C also demonstrates that such NIR-light-responsive fluorescence enhancement is light-dose-dependent, clearly suggesting that the biocompatible DBCO-UCNs can effectively regulate the channel proteins on the cell membrane upon NIR-light irradiation.
In summary, based on the aforementioned results, we anticipate that the present protocol not only provides detailed experimental procedures for high-temperature co-precipitation synthesis of core-shell UCNs nanostructures, but also develops a simple technique for biocompatible surface modification of UCNs for further NIR light-mediated photoactivation in biological applications. More importantly, based on the rationale behind this method, the optical properties of UCNs can further be adjusted by doping different kinds of lanthanide ions (e.g., Erbium (III), Holmium (III), etc.) in the crystals to emit UV, green, red, and NIR light upon 808 nm light irradiation 30 . Moreover, the UCNs surface can be also modified with various functional groups (e.g., peptide, protein, lipid, targeting ligand, etc.) for further biomedical applications 31, 32 . These advantages make biocompatible UCNs nanomaterial a suitable candidate for the study of physiological processes in vitro and in vivo, and may thus act as personalized nanomedicine for clinical theranostics in the future.
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